Welcome to reunion all crewmembers onboard Swedish American Line and Lindblad Explorer Cruises!

During the weekend 6–7 of April it is time once again to reunite all crewmembers onboard SAL-ships, and by kind inquiry, crewmembers from Lindblad Explorer Cruises would like to join us as well. This will be a perfect combination to meet and greet, remember the good times onboard, wine & dine, do some activities and just meet good ol’ friends at sea!

Program;

Saturday 6th of April

Check in before noon at Ronnum Mansion situated in the outskirts of Vänersborg

Lunch will be served at noon sharp

At our table, the organizer and Hotel Director at Ronnums Mansion will host you and brief you regarding the history of Ronnum which dates back to the 14th century…

In the afternoon and for those who want, we will visit the only moose museum in the world(!) called in Swedish Kungajaktsmuséet Älgens Berg situated just a few kilometers from the mansion.

Dinner will be served at 6.30 pm

We will serve a delicious 2-course dinner including coffee, and to this we also serve 2 glasses of wine incl refill. The bar is open for those who wish to have a predinner cocktail before dinner.

Sunday 7th of April

Breakfast will be served between 07.30-11.30am followed by check out and farewell… until we see each other another sunny day!

Following prices for the whole package have been subsidized for this weekend;

1440:- SEK /person/single room

1095:- SEK /person/double room

720:- SEK/ lunch and dinner only

Please note that there is a fee for the museum entrance at 60:- SEK.

Reservation can be made directly to Ronnums Mansion phone +46 521 260 000 and payment will be made at check-out. Please do not forget to mention “SAL” or “Lindblad Explorer”-
arrangement. Also note that the offer cannot be combined e.g. lunch only or dinner only. Many thanks for respecting this request.

Have a look at our website www.ronnumsherrgard.se. If you have any questions, please contact Morten at the mansion. Once again – Very welcome!